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Every regulatory action has an unintended reaction. 

The reduction of predicted benefit from regulations that intend to 
increase safety is sometimes referred to as the Peltzman effect.



IT’S ALL IN THE NAME

What’s in a name? Well, maybe a lot more than we would
imagine! Back in 2017, SEBI too, felt that way. Hence, they
decided to go ahead and announce that it was definitely all
about the name. ‘True-to-label’ meant everything. So, the
time had come to lend some clarity to those elusive labels.

1. Clearer definitions of large, mid, and small cap stocks:

▪ Large-cap: 1st - 100th company in terms of full market capitalization
▪ Mid-cap: 101st - 250th company
▪ Small-cap: 250th company and below
▪ Finally, the multi cap funds: It may be worthwhile to dedicate a few lines to this category.

While the other categories had to now operate in seemingly watertight boundaries, this
category gave the fund manager considerable freedom with respect to zeroing in on their
choice of market cap. SEBI had just one condition – 65% of the portfolio to be invested in
equity. Therefore, it was left to the fund manager’s discretion of investing in stocks as they
saw the potential and of course, based on their estimates of the valuations.

▪ Specific categories of MF schemes, with only one scheme permitted per category

2. No more ‘either-or’ definitions:

Prior to this reclassification –
▪ some schemes had defined large caps as –

all companies with a market capitalization equal to or greater than the company
with the least market capitalization in the CNX Nifty Index (DWS Large Cap Fund)

▪ some schemes had defined midcaps as –
those that are either constituent of Nifty Free Float Midcap 100 Index (benchmark)
or companies that have a market capitalization between the highest and the lowest
market capitalization of Nifty Free Float Midcap 100 Index (IDBI Mid Cap Fund)

3. AMFI was to prepare the list of stocks in June and December each year, resulting in an inevitable
churn.

FY 2017

As we said earlier, the intent was probably simple and earnest – to clean up the nomenclature. And
create uniformity in the norms for mutual fund classification that would make compliance easier for
asset managers. This would in turn help investors make more targeted comparison of schemes,
leading to (hopefully) more informed decisions. What was earlier left to the fund houses to establish
their own fund-classification criteria, had now been redefined by SEBI, so to speak.

So, what did the rearranged Mutual Fund Universe look like?



Every regulatory action has an unintended reaction. The reduction of predicted benefit from
regulations that intend to increase safety is sometimes referred to as the Peltzman effect.

The funds were allowed a maximum time frame of 3
months from the date of such observation to implement
necessary changes in all aspects, subject to SEBI’s
approval. Consequently, there was a flurry of activity
between January and June 2018 - we saw mutual fund
houses making necessary changes in their scheme
classification as well as portfolio allocation during this
period.

Open-ended equity funds accounted for Rs 67,677 crore
of Net inflows between Jan-Jun 2018.

-PL India Report

How long did the Mutual Fund universe have to 
readapt itself to the new arrangement?

Nearly 30 equity schemes changed their
categorization post SEBI’s classification.

-Value Research Archives
THE RIPPLE EFFECT

While SEBI’s original intent and purpose was established to a large extent, the unfortunate ripple
effect that it had created in the process was hard to miss.

The bias towards large cap and mid cap stocks was quite obvious, but small cap stocks unfortunately
felt the maximum heat.

The extent of small cap fall

Data Source: PL India Report

69% of small cap 
stocks fell over 30%



Ripple Effect:
The exposure to mid caps rose considerably, in fact it
nearly doubled. Exposure to large cap reduced. Mid cap
exposure increased by Rs 8,567 Cr while small cap
exposure fell by Rs 725 Cr.

Scheme Composition I: Large & Mid Cap Funds

Definition:
As per SEBI’s reclassified norms, large & mid cap funds
were required to invest at least 35% of total assets in
large cap stocks and at least 35% of total assets in mid
cap stocks.

Data Source: PL India Report

To understand the ripple effect better, let’s try to
understand the rearranged structures of scheme
compositions.

Total Number of Schemes: 21



Ripple Effect:
As seen in the illustration below, the mid cap space
gained considerably again, with an exposure of Rs 21,201
Cr. The exposure to large cap assets fell by Rs 7,391 Cr.
Small caps also suffered and fell by Rs 6,694 Cr.

Scheme Composition II: Mid Cap Funds

Definition:
As per SEBI’s reclassified norms, mid cap funds were
required to maintain an exposure of at least 65% to mid
cap stocks, with the freedom to invest the balance in
stocks of other market caps.

Data Source: PL India Report

Total Number of Schemes: 23



Ripple Effect:
In this case, the exposure to large caps increased
considerably, by Rs 7,897 Cr. In sharp contrast, the small
caps suffered, with the exposure to the same reducing by
Rs 1,797 Crore.

Scheme Composition III: Focused Funds

Definition:
As per SEBI’s reclassified norms, focused funds were
required to invest in a concentrated portfolio of stocks
(maximum 30). However, they were free to invest across
market caps.

Data Source: PL India Report

Total Number of Schemes: 16

In all this, one trend was evident-
Small caps bore the maximum brunt, with an almost mass-exodus kind of a scenario.



The investor inflows continued, but they had changed
course, with an obvious bias towards large caps.

Data Source: AMFI

Absolute
Return

Index Value
(Rebased to 100)

There was yet another factor that exacerbated the worsening state of the small cap sector.

Inflows from the institutional investors (both domestic and foreign) became increasingly skewed
towards the top 20 holdings of the large cap sector, especially in the latter half of 2017. This trend
was visible until as recently as mid-2019.

Almost 76% of the total institutional shareholding in the Indian markets was concentrated in large
cap stocks by the close of 2017. Contrast the numbers to a miniscule 10% in the small cap space.

It was more than just a ripple by now.



By mid-2019, the institutional shareholding value had
increased by about Rs 5.3 Lakh Cr in the large cap
space and the small cap space saw a steep fall of about
Rs 1.8 lakh Cr.

Data Source:  Ace Equity, SageOne 

What about the mid cap sector?

Post SEBI’s true-to-label classification in December 2017, the mid cap space had recorded
considerable gains. However, there was also a massive correction of about 14% in the first 6 months
of 2018 in the mid cap space.

Before delving into the why of it, let’s try to get a brief understanding of how semi-annual
classifications affect funds and indices. As is the usual norm, mutual funds choose stocks as defined
by SEBI/ AMFI. The stocks are updated every 6 months. Such categorization happens basis the 6-
month average full market cap.



The stocks that exited the mid cap space weren’t ‘mid cap’ anymore. Of course, it also meant that
many stocks joined the index, and the subsequent inflows amounted to about Rs 4000 Cr. There were
about 11 stocks that stayed put, contributing to a net inflow of about Rs 6000 Cr. The initial gains
made by the mid cap space seemed far more subdued now.

With this background in place, let’s look at the impact of NSE’s April 2018 circular on Index
Reconstitution, which would result in the exclusion of 46 stocks from the mid cap index. 35 of these
stocks were to be distributed between the large and small cap sectors. Therefore, there was a
considerable outflow amounting to Rs 1,141 Cr from these stocks.

This difference in categorization will keep resulting in significant differences in mid caps as per AMFI
categorization and mid cap/small cap as per the NSE Indices. This is often challenging for funds
when the benchmarks and AMFI classifications do not match with each other. Interestingly, it also
leads to speculation among research desks and fund houses that try to predict such movements
ahead of such classifications.

However, NSE has its own criteria for index constituents.
This contrast between the two methodologies leads to a
divergence between the funds and the indices.

When the categorization happens, stocks typically move
between market cap segments and the mutual funds are
expected to rebalance their portfolios, if required, in
accordance with the AMFI updated list.

Prior to the semi-annual review of categorization earlier this year, Edelweiss had listed out stocks that
were expected to move from their current categorization.

As per Edelweiss Alternate Research Report, the following shifts were expected in H2 CY2020:



To summarize, Q1 of FY2019 saw a lot of positive activity
in the large and mid cap space with the small cap sector
having witnessed quite a setback.

The effects of reclassification have been quite positive for the
large cap space with the institutional holding up by about 20%
from its 2017 levels. The small cap space continues to remain
battered with the institutional holding having fallen by another
40% from its 2017 levels. While the small cap companies
constitute 10% of the total market capitalization (it was 16%
in 2017), the institutional shareholding is only at 5.3% of their
total holding. The massive selloff initiated by the institutional
investors triggered a wave effect, forcing other investors also to
exit small caps. It was quite apparent that nobody wanted to
stay behind and preferred joining the institutional bandwagon.

FY 2020

Small cap space – victim of herd mentality?

Data Source:  Ace Equity, SageOne 



SEPTEMBER 2020

SEBI returns its Reloaded Version of True-to-label

Perhaps this was bound to happen. SEBI chairman,
Mr. Ajay Tyagi, had stated in the month of February this
year that the regulator was planning to ease the
framework to include more stocks into the small and mid
cap categories.

SEBI’s latest move in September 2020 was aimed at
introducing uniformity in holdings across market caps in
multi cap funds.

In order to ensure better diversification of schemes, SEBI has modified the definition of the multi cap
category as well as the mandated market cap requirement.

One of the largest equity mutual fund categories, multi cap funds had an 
average AUM of Rs 1.46 lakh Cr as of August 2020. 

True-to-label Reloaded

How does this move augur for the multi cap universe?

The overlaps between many multi cap funds and large cap funds until now have been quite evident
and their positioning is expected to change.

We may well see a host of mergers, movements and new schemes being launched by January 2021,
by when the fund houses are expected to have adhered to these revised norms.

It’ll be interesting to see how the industry reacts and the regulation evolves.
We will have to wait and watch…



CATEGORY- 1 ALTERNATE INVESTMENT FUND 

As your financial advisors, we are on a constant watch
for innovative investment options. This one caught our
eye recently. It presents a good opportunity to invest
and support promising entrepreneurs who are on the
path to launching products and services that cater to
diverse subsects of the Indian population.

For investors actively looking at interesting AIF options,
this is a good platform be an institutional investor in
ventures with excellent founding teams and help them
achieve the ideal product market fit. Minimum ticket size
is Rs 1 Cr commitment to be invested over 3 years.

✓ Tech-enabled early stage investment 

✓ Access to promising ventures 

✓ Sector focus – Fintech, Retail Tech, Edutech and other impactful ventures

✓ Founding team with a keen understanding of the space at macro and micro levels

NEW INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
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We salute the millions of unsung heroes who are fighting our war during the Covid crisis. 
The least we can do is to slow down the spread – wear the mask, maintain social distance 

and adopt a healthy lifestyle. Step out only if it is essential. 
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